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Abstract: Order picking represents the process whereby an articles is picked from a storage location. This operation is 
one of the most costly and critical material handling activities. Although modern distribution centers are automated in 
a large extent, it is in most cases impossible to replace the human with the machine. Human capabilities, as it is its 
sense of  touch and ability to grasp, still can not be transmitted to the machine or reproduced by machines in full extent. 
Using the data collected earlier will help you select the approach that meets your goals in the most cost effective 
manner. There are many different methods and technologies for actually filling the order. In this paper the basic 
characteristics of most frequently applied technologies (paper picking, pick by light, pick to voice, radio frequency 
identification) and methods (single order picking, batch picking, wave, put system, automated picking…) will be 
represented, with the basic recommendations for their usage. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Within a logistics chain, products need to be physically 
moved from one location to another, from manufacturers 
to end users. During this process, they may be buffered or 
stored at certain places for a certain period of time. Many 
activities are carried out in a warehouse. Among them, 
order picking - the process of retrieving products from 
storage in response to a specific customer request - is the 
most critical one. It has long been identified as a very 
labor intensive operation in manual systems, and a very 
capital intensive operation in automated systems. The cost 
of order picking is estimated to be as much as 55% of the 
total distribution center operating expense. For these 
reasons, logistics professionals consider order picking as 
the highest priority activity for productivity 
improvements. [4] 
A material handling or logistic engineer will analyze 
slotting - where and how product is stored, and its 
volumes and speeds - in order to gather information on 
how well warehouse is laid out. This process begins with 
an ABC analysis, which will determine the articles that 
move the fastest (A articles), those that are intermediate 
movers (B articles), and items that are the slowest (C 
articles).  
Once an engineer performs his analysis, distribution 
center may require a reconfiguration to optimize product 
storage prior to picking. Also need to rearrange storage 
infrastructure, including racking and shelving. The 
process of reconfiguring locations is commonly called 
reslotting. 
Designing a successful order picking system requires 
asking the right questions, analyzing the right data, and 
applying the right expertise. 

Basic types of factors affect the design of an order picking 
system, according [5]: 

 material properties of articles stored, 
 economic constraints related to budget and project 
life, 

 environmental constraints based on building layout 
and operator safety, 

 system requirements with respect to throughput, 
inventory capacity, accuracy, and system time, 

 transaction data for products and orders and system 
structure, 

 specification of hardware for subsystems and design 
of operator work areas, 

 operating strategies for storage assignment and 
retrieval. 

Probably one of the best methods of improving an order 
picking productivity involves the implementation and 
maintenance of a slotting plan to properly locate product 
in the distribution center. Proper slotting can result in 
labour productivity savings by shortening picker travel 
distances, depending on the slotting rules employed. 
Slot articles with similar handling characteristics in the 
same storage resource - full case together, partial case 
together, refrigerated items together. For similarly 
packaged, they should be dispersed in the slotting to avoid 
picking errors. 
For efficiency and ergonomic reasons, slot fastest moving 
articles in the middle of carton flow rack shelf height, the 
so-called golden zone. Golden zone usual between 0,6 
and 1,9 meter from the floor, depending on pick resource 
design. In this minimizes the bend and reach/search 
activities of the order picker and also locate heavy/bulky 
items on the lower shelves to minimize the strain in 
lifting/lowering them. [3] 
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Heavy articles should be slotted at the beginning of the 
pick, to form a stable base for pallet and to avoid crushing 
lighter articles. 
 
2. ORDER PICKING TECHNOLOGIES 
 
There are four most frequently applied technologies in the 
order picking systems: paper picking, pick by light, pick 
to voice and radio frequency identification. Finding the 
correct solution or combination of technologies is the 
most important factor in creating an efficient picking 
system. [2] 
 

2.1. Paper picking 
 

Paper picking is appropriate for a small order picking 
operations with little systemic support. Basic properties of 
paper picking technology are: 

 very long order cycle time, 
 very low technology cost,  
 low pick rate,  
 low pick accuracy. 

 

2.2. Pick by light 
 

Pick by light technology offers the highest productivity 
and accuracy available compared with other picking 
technologies. 
Using small lights mounted on a rail, the system tells the 
picker what and how many to pick. When all items have 
been picked, the picker presses the button to indicate that 
the order is complete, fig. 1. The price of pick by light 
systems increases with the number of pick locations and it 
is independent of the number of pickers. 
 

 
 

Fig.1. Pick by light technology 
 

2.3. Pick to voice 
 

Benefits of pick to voice order picking systems are its 
hands free and eyes free features. Eyes free means the 
picker is focused on the product or location and not on 
reading an instruction, keying digits into the devise, or 
reading or writing a pick ticket. The time it takes to 
training pickers on pick to voice technology is much less 
them to work in a paper or scanning environment. 
The hands free and task focused solution is very easy for 
pickers to learn; they listen and speak to the system as 
naturally as they talk to each other. The price of pick to 

voice systems increases with the number of pickers and it 
is independent of the number of locations. 
 

 
 

Fig.2. Pick to voice technology 
 

Operations with a large number of picks in a small area 
benefit the most from pick to light technology, while 
operations with picks spread across a large pick area are 
better suited for either radio frequency or voice picking 
technology. 
In a voice system, picking time can be reduced by the 
picker listening to the voice directive while traveling to 
the next location instead of stopping to read the radio 
frequency device. The radio frequency device has the 
ability to capture detailed item information, like a 
production batch or serial number, quickly by scanning 
item barcode labels. Voice may be more mighty in these 
applications. 
 

2.4. Radio frequency identification - RFID 
 

Radio frequency identification, or RFID, describes a 
wireless technology that uses radio waves to gather 
information with little or no human intervention. 
The basic benefit of RFID tags over barcodes is: 

 ease of use and reliability,  
 RFID tags can be read or written to at longer distances 
of up to several meters, while tags in motion, in any 
orientation or position, through intervening objects 
and without the need for line of sight,  

 RFID tags enable reliable automation while barcodes 
are better suited for manual scanning,  

 several tags can be read simultaneously and 
automatically,  

 tags contain microchips with memory - the amount of 
data that can be encrypted on a tag may be large then 
capabilities of the bar code label. 

In order picking systems, the price of RF systems 
increases with the number of workers and it is 
independent of the number of locations.. 
The main shortcoming of RFID technology is low pick 
rate, often the same as paper picking. 
 
3. METHODS FOR ORDER PICKING 
 
There are many different methods for order picking. 
Using the data collected earlier will help you select the 
approach that meets goals in the most cost effective 
manner, [1]. In the following text, every of methods will 
be described, shortly.  
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3.1. Single order picking  
 

In this method, picker picks one order and one product at 
a time. This method typically used when order size, 
pickers distance travelled and number of total products is 
small. 
All tasks for an order are grouped and assigned to the 
operator. Order pick implies one or more pass of the pick 
zone for each individual order. Therefore order pick 
involves higher travel time. However since each order is 
picked individually, the time to sort items for an order and 
time to consolidate order with other picks is less. Single 
order picking is ideal for orders with pick volume that 
exceeds the equipment capacity. It is a preferred pick 
method for emergency orders. 
 

3.2. Batch picking 
 

Batch picking is a distribution center product picking 
process where enough quantity is picked to satisfy the 
demand for multiple orders. The batch is later sorted by 
order or delivery address. With a system where an picker 
travels to the product to fill orders (man to goods), batch 
picking can reduce the travel time. In a system where 
product is delivered to the picker (goods to man), batch 
picking can reduce delivery traffic. 
When there are many small orders (only few line items 
per order) to retrieve, batch order picking usually 
increases productivity significantly. 
Batch pick allows one or more orders to be picked 
simultaneously in a single pass of the warehouse. Batch 
pick is often recommended for smaller orders with pick 
volume that is significantly below pick equipment 
capacity. Cluster pick often results in significantly less 
travel time. 
A given order may be split across zones for picking. The 
picking process across zones may occur in one of two 
basic ways: 

 pick and pass, figure 3, and 
 zone pick. 

 

 
 

Fig.3. Pick and pass batch picking  
 
 

3.3. Wave  
 

Wave picking is a picking orders methods where an 
picker picks one order one product at a time for a group of 
orders. Typically used when orders are released to be 
picked during a specific time period. No grouping of tasks 

is done. The most optimum task among a pool of eligible 
tasks is dispatched to the operator. This method is ideally 
suited for case and pallet picks. Wave pick results in the 
least travel time. However wave picks may require 
additional work if consolidation with other order lines and 
palletization is needed. 
 

3.4. Put system 
 

Put systems are typically applied in retail applications and 
may be referred to as “store based consolidation.” Full 
cases of products are run past locations that contain 
orders. As a product passes an order that requires it, the 
system directs the picker to remove the correct quantity of 
product and place it in the outbound container for that 
order. This is “goods to man” system where product is 
delivered to the pickers.  
As inbound products are scanned, lights display the 
appropriate store locations and indicate the quantity of 
items to be “put” to each one, figure 4. 
In some systems items are picked to order totes that travel 
sequentially from one pick station to the next. Light 
signals indicate to the picker which order totes to pick the 
items into - pick to light technologies. [1] 

 

 
 

Fig.4. Pick to light picking station in put systems 
 
3.5. Bulk 
 

When a small number of items are ordered by a large 
number of orders, it's possible to improve the picking 
efficiency by bulking the multiple pick tasks for an item 
and locator combination into a single task. The pick 
execution occurs by performing a single pick load for the 
bulk task and performing the drop operation for each 
individual order. Consider bulk picking those items that 
occur in a significant proportion of orders in a wave. 
 

3.6. Automated picking 
 

Automated picking systems provide for automatic and 
reliable picking of complex orders within the shortest 
time. 
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With automated picking, human labour is replaced by full 
automation. Automated picking requires highest initial 
investment, and it is ideal pick method for select heavily 
accessed products. This method requires complimentary 
storage and replenishment technologies - A-frame, sorter, 
robotic picker.  
The benefits of automating order picking process are 
many: 

 high productivity at top load times, 
 high profitability thanks to less time-intensive manual 
picking activities 

 constant high quality and failure protection even at top 
load times, 

 efficient use of space - high product density in storage 
location, 

 extremely simple maintenance thanks to flexible 
adjustment of product channels, 

 easy integration with existing systems, 
 ideal conditions for extension thanks to modular 
structure.  

Automation fills orders faster, eliminates touches, 
improves accuracy, and reduces labor costs. Consistency 
and order quality increase, and highly accurate, 
sophisticated tracking becomes feasible. Automatic item 
picker is a set of dispenser mechanisms that eject items 
onto a conveyor belt. 
A-frames are specialised picking machines used to pick 
items with high frequency requirements in a completely 
automated fashion, figure 5. The products are held in 
inclined shafts on either side of the “A” and are ejected 
from the base of the shaft at rates of up to 6 units per 
second onto a moving belt that collects the items 
corresponding to one order before “dumping” them in one 
go into the order tote at the end of the belt. The order tote 
will then proceed automatically by conveyor to other pick 
stations within the system. 
 

 
 

Fig.5. A-frame automated picking machine 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
The design of an order picking system in a distribution 
center depends on several decisions. Proper planning and 
engineering analysis is key to a successful order picking 
system. There is no one optimum picking methods. 
Depending upon items, type of demand, frequency of 
items in order, storage and equipment used, attributes of 

picking zone, orders and picking wave, different 
strategies might be better for each situation.  
The order picking operation represents the highest cost 
element in a typical distribution centre, can offer the user 
the following benefits: maximum productivity from labor 
force, optimum use of available space, improved 
efficiency, customer satisfaction, increased profitability. 
The dominant cost element in most order pick systems is 
labor. Therefore, the first place to increase system 
productivity is in the retrieval process. 
Finding the correct solution or combination of methods 
and technologies is the most important factor in creating 
an efficient picking system. The supplier must adequately 
serve needs on knowledge, product range, engineering 
designs, software, installation and maintenance support. If 
not, what might appear to be a cheaper, less expensive 
solution at the onset, may well be a costly mistake in the 
long run.  
Each of the considered technologies has the inherent 
capability of allowing real time pick decisions to direct 
the workflow. It is only through dynamic optimization 
that any of the systems can reach their full potential. 
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